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1. Nationals Contest Site Entry 
 

1.1 The U.S. National Aerobatic Championships is being held on the EAA AirVenture 

grounds and various EAA-owned buildings and facilities will be in use. Please note the 

details in this Bulletin with regards to access to the Nationals site. The grounds are fenced 

and gated and there will be EAA Security in place at Gate 31 which will be the primary 

entrance to the grounds. Access through Gate 31 will only be possible with proper 

credentials as the event is not open to the public. The following how to obtain your 

credentials and gain access.  

 

1.2 Flying Into Oshkosh 

 

1.2.1 After landing, taxi via Papa and P2 taxiways to Boeing Plaza. The IAC Pavilion is 

located adjacent to the Plaza and flight operations will be conducted from there. IAC 

officials will be on hand to greet you. You can leave the airplane there and check in with 

Registration or get directions to the hangars (EAA Exhibit Buildings B and C) and then 

proceed to Registration. 

 

1.2.2 Registration will be located at the EAA Press Headquarters building which is along 

Waukau Avenue and a short walking distance from the IAC Pavilion, Boeing Plaza, and 

the hangars. 

 

1.2.3 In addition to the normal contest registration 

procedures, the Registrar will have a 

Welcome Packet for all IAC members who 

preregistered and arrive by aircraft.  

 

 The Welcome Packet will include a parking 

pass (for those requiring one). The parking 

pass will permit access back into the 

Nationals site through Gate 31 after you 

leave the airport.  

  

 Please be sure to check in with Registration 

after arrival for your credentials as entry 

back into the airport will require the parking 

passes.  

 

Gate 31 facing eastbound with ATC Tower in 

background 
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1.3 Arrival by Car 

 

1.3.1 EAA’s AirVenture site is reached by exiting Wisconsin highway 41 at Highway 44 and 

driving past the EAA Aviation Museum until reaching Waukau Avenue. Waukau Avenue 

is an east-west road and leads straight into the AirVenture site and the gates that lead into 

it.  

 

1.3.2 Those who are arriving by car, to include judges, officials, volunteers, EAA and IAC 

members who come as observers, and coaches will have their credentials available if 

preregistered for the Nationals. Observers must have notified the Contest Director they 

are coming. 

 

1.3.3 Welcome Packets for those arriving by car will be available at Gate 31.   

 

1.3.4 Arrivals by car proceed eastbound on Waukau Avenue and enter the EAA grounds 

through Gate 31. A map of the grounds can be found on page 12 of this Bulletin. The 

EAA Security guard will check your credentials and allow you through the gate. Parking 

is to the north of EAA Convention Headquarters, a large building straight ahead, which 

will be visible driving in. Signage directing you will also be displayed.  

  

1.3.5 Those who arrive by car, have not preregistered, and are EAA and IAC members will be 

able to obtain credentials at Gate 31. 

 

2. Judges Refresher Seminar 

 

2.1 All Judges are required to attend a Judges 

Refresher Seminar from 08.00 to approximately 

10.00 on Saturday, 22 September 2018. The 

seminar will be conducted by IAC Judges 

Chairman Wes Liu.  

 

2.2 The Seminar will be conducted at the EAA’s 

PHP Conference Center located on the 

AirVenture grounds. The PHP Center is the old “farmhouse” which is now a meeting 

place. 

 

Wes Liu, IAC Judges Chairman 
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2.4 Turn right at this sign which indicates PHP 

Conference Center. The road will swerve 

around but will end up at the old farmhouse. 

This is where the Seminar will take place. 

The road which leads into the PHP Center is 

Forest Home Avenue which can be seen on 

the street sign in the photo. Parking at the 

PHP Center is adjacent to the farmhouse 

(north side).  

 

2.5 This is also where you access the road 

leading to Gate 31. That gate is the access 

point for the AirVenture grounds and the 

facilities we are utilizing for the U.S. 

Nationals. During the Nationals, you will 

follow the signs that say “Convention HQ” 

as that is where general parking will be for 

Nationals attendees.  

 

3. ACRO, FPS, and Zeros 
 

3.1 The internationally-recognized ACRO scoring software is used at U.S. Nationals. ACRO 

and its predecessors have been in use at Nationals for many years. It was written and is 

updated by Nick Buckenham of the United Kingdom. Scoring Director for Nationals this 

year is Teri Branstitre of Banks, Oregon.  

 

3.2 ACRO implements the Fair Play System (FPS) which eliminates judging bias in the final 

results. ACR0 also produces web-ready results which can be uploaded to the contest 

server as frequently as desired for viewing by competitors and officials. An excellent, 

brief description of the Fair Play System (FPS) can be found at this link to the various 

documents available for download: 

 

 https://www.iac.org/nationals-2018-special-rules-and-procedures 

 

 Scroll to the bottom of the page for a list of the downloadable documents as shown in the 

following image: 

 

 

The Sign on Waukau Avenue indicating 

directions to the PHP Center and Convention 

HQ's 
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3.3 FPS produces very robust Judging Analysis reports which can help Judges improve their 

performance. These reports will be publicly available after the Nationals are complete as 

IAC rules do not permit their release during the contest. Scroll to the bottom of the page 

for a list of the downloadable documents as shown in the following image: 

 

3.4 IAC P&P 503.4.5. describes the three types of zeros that will be awarded by Judges at 

the U.S. Nationals. The following is an excerpt from the P&P: 

 

 Judges will mark three types of zeros based on the reason for giving the zero:  

 

 (a) Numeric Zeros.  The figure is basically correct, but contains a number of smaller 

errors that cause the grade to fall to zero by accumulation of downgrading points 

(See IAC Rule 7.3.2). The numeric zero is annotated on the Form A with the mark 

“0.0” and is included in the final score calculations as any nonzero mark would 

be.  

 

 (b) Hard zeros (See IAC Rule 7.3.1) are given when a Judge perceives that the pilot 

has failed to meet a relevant criteria for a maneuver that is not simply an instance 

of point deductions due to poor execution (Examples: Flying the wrong figure or 

a figure in the wrong direction on the X axis). The Hard Zero is annotated on the 

Form A with the mark “HZ”.  

 

 After each flight is complete, scoresheets shall be reviewed by the Chief Judge or 

their Assistant for HZ marks. If an HZ mark is in the majority, and no judges’ 
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conference is requested, the Chief Judge or his Assistant shall mark the ‘CHZ’ 

box on the Chief Judge Penalty Form for the figure(s) so marked.  

 

 (c) A mark of Perception Zero (PZ) must be given if the Judge considers that the 

figure is incorrectly flown in respect to a criterion that is a matter of subjective 

perception, rather than clearly demonstrable fact. For example, if the Judge 

considers that a snap roll or spin never started proper autorotation, that a tail slide 

did not move backwards by the required amount or that a rolling turn included a 

snap roll. 

 

 The judge must summarize the reasons for applying any type of zero in the 

Remarks column of the Form A. 

 

3.5 Zeros and other judging criteria will be reviewed by IAC Judges Chairman Wes Liu at 

the Judges Refresher Seminar.  

 

4. Video Conferences 
 

4.1 One of the recent enhancements to 

Nationals is that all flights are videotaped 

in all categories by our videographer, 

Forrest Fox.  

 

4.2 All flights will be available for video 

review and conferencing by Judges in all 

categories and not just team selection 

categories as in the past.  

 

4.3 Conferences and use of video is discussed 

in P&P 503.5. Video will be new to many 

Judges who have not judged in team 

selection categories in previous years so a 

clear understanding is vital.  

 

4.4 When difficulties occur in interpreting the 

correct application of an HZ mark, the 

Chief Judge, or any grading Judge, may call for a conference with the panel of Judges. 

The conference may include a video review of the figure(s) in question, if applicable.  
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4.5 Numeric (0.0) and Perception Zeros (PZ) may not be conferenced or reviewed on video. 

A conference is not necessarily warranted every time a mixture of numeric, PZ and HZ 

marks are given, and a conference should only be called for when there is a compelling 

doubt on matters-of-fact. Figures consisting of unanimous zeros (HZs, PZs, or 0.0’s) or a 

mix of zeros and Averages only, shall not be conferenced.  

 

4.6 If possible, any conference should be held at the next possible break such that the issue 

may be discussed without any pilot holding in the air or with the engine running on the 

ground. 

 

4.7 Should a conferenced HZ mark be confirmed as correct, the Chief Judge will check the 

‘CHZ’ box on the “Chief Judge Penalty Form” for the figure in question. No other action 

by the individual judges is required. A special Chief Judges Penalty Form, with the CHZ 

boxes, will be in use at Nationals (an excerpt is below).  

 

4.8 Should a conferenced HZ mark 

be confirmed as incorrect, the 

Chief Judge shall leave the 

‘CHZ’ box unchecked. No 

other action by the individual 

judges is required. 

 

4.9 Scoresheets and the Chief 

Judges Form will not be sent 

into the Scoring Office until 

such conferences are complete 

and the CHZ box checked or 

unchecked as appropriate.  

 

4.10 The Conference Average (‘C’) mark shall not be used at U.S. Nationals. 

 

4.11 The most important aspects of 503.4. is the fact that the individual judges do NOT 

change their scoresheets based on the conference and there is no 'C' mark to be used. The 

resolution of zeros is handled by the Chief through the CHZ check box. P&P 503.4.6 is 

most important section for the Chief Judges to understand and follow and for all Judges 

to be aware of.  
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5. Hotels in Oshkosh 

 
 See Bulletin #1 for information on hotels or the following page on the IAC website: 

 

 https://www.iac.org/nationals-2018-lodging-camping 
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6. Contest Officials Contact List 

 
6.1 Any questions or problems should be brought to the attention of one of the Key 

Volunteer Group (KVG): 

 
Name Title Cell Phone E-Mail  

Contest Officials 

John Smutny Contest Director (206) 399-7097 johnsmutny@gmail.com  

Mike Heuer Assistant CD (901) 230-9006 mike@mheuer.com  

Liza Weaver Registrar (352) 653-9834 liza-weaver@comcast.net   

Bob Meyer Jury Chairman (661) 917-7984 rmeyer0844@aol.com  

Alice Johnson Volunteer Coordinator (615) 579-0698 aljohnson487@gmail.com   

Brittany Nielsen Communications (715) 223-5812 lueth.brittany@gmail.com   

Monique Hartmann Assistant Communications (561) 713-4280 mrsoilcan@gmail.com   

Jim Bourke Safety Director (541) 231-6077 jtbourke@gmail.com   

Gary DeBaun Starter (612) 810-6783 b747inst@aol.com  

Ryan Johnson Chief Tech Monitor (608) 341-8030 johnson75n@gmail.com   

Teri Branstitre Scoring Director (503) 407-2543 teri@nwinsurance.net   

Forrest Fox Videographer (763) 443-2428 f2p@comcast.net   

Mark Matticola Glider Ops Planning (719) 440-1965 mmatticola@comcast.net   

Amanda Brautigan Hospitality (404) 925-3900 amanda@restaurantdynamics.net   

Livy Phillip Program Book (920) 379-7483 optrabbold@yahoo.com   

John Willkomm Boundary Coordinator (262) 358-3969 pjacro@att.net   

Jim Branstitre Transportation Coordinator (503) 407-2542 jbranstitre@alliancepackaging.net  

IAC Officials 

Robert Armstrong IAC President (214) 912-9241 president@iac.org   

Lorrie Penner IAC Executive Director (920) 479-0597 execdir@iac.org   

Evan Peers IAC Editor/Photographer (650) 868-8998 editor@iac.org   

Chief Judges 

Wes Liu Judges Coordinator (603) 673-6538 weston.liu@charter.net   

Sandy Langworthy Primary/Sportsman (810) 499-3368 slang99@comcast.net  

Peggy Riedinger Intermediate (206) 783-5141 peg-riedinger@live.com  

Nick Buckenham Advanced 44 7773 768386 nick@nickandjenb.co.uk  

Jim Wells Unlimited (607) 227-5380 jim@vitamingresearch.com   
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7. Sign Up for Twitter Updates  

 
7.1 From your cell phone send a text reading: Follow @USNAcro  

 

7.2 Send text to this number: 40404 

 

7.3 If you set this up at last year’s Nationals and have been 

receiving texts since then you do not need to do this set up 

process again. 

 

7.4 This does not set up a Twitter account for you, this ONLY allows the U.S. National 

Aerobatic Championships Twitter Page to send you a text with news/updates that are 

posted on the page. We urge everyone to sign up for these text messages, this will be 

extremely useful to get all updates/changes to you pertaining to the contest.   The sooner 

you do this setup process, the sooner you will be up-to-date on news/changes/scheduling 

for the Championships.  

 

8. Stop in Registration 

 
8.1 Most contest officials arriving by car will pick up their credentials included in the 

Welcome Package at Registration.  

 

8.2 Credentials include parking passes. These will be necessary to access the EAA site 

through Gate 31.  

 

8.3 It is also important to check in at Registration as these items are available there: 

 

(a) Tickets for the Nationals Closing Ceremonies and Awards Banquet ($50 per 

person). 

 

(b)  Complimentary polo shirt in men’s and women’s sizes for pilots, judges (white), 

and polo shirt (navy) with embroidered name for KVG (includes Chief Judges).  
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9. Site Map 

 
 Note Waukau Avenue, PHP Conference Center, Gate 31, Registration (Press HQ’s), 

and IAC Pavilion indicated by arrows below: 
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10. Judging Analysis  

 
10.1 As mentioned previously, ACRO through its FPS module, produces robust judging 

analysis which can assist Judges in evaluating and improving their performance on the 

line. The analysis reports will be available after the Nationals is complete in accordance 

with IAC rule 7.6.6. The report will be viewable as below. These are the results from the 

Unlimited Known flight program at the 2017 U.S. Nationals: 

 

 

10.2 By clicking on the Judge’s name at the bottom (Doug Sowder, for example), the 

following report is generated: 

 

 https://www.iac.org/files/nationals-results/2017/JdgAn_s24j01.htm 

 

 The report is too large to reproduce in this document but shows well in a browser. 
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10.3 Judges, competitors, and officials will be notified when the data is available after the U.S. 

Nationals.  
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